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Abstract: In QCD matter under an external magnetic field, the chiral magnetic effect
(CME) leads to the collective gapless mode called the chiral magnetic wave (CMW). Since
dynamic universality class generally depends on low-energy gapless modes, it is nontrivial
whether the CME and the resulting CMW change that of the second-order chiral phase
transition in QCD. To address this question, we study the critical dynamics near the
chiral phase transition in massless two-flavor QCD under an external magnetic field. By
performing the dynamic renormalization-group analysis within the  expansion, we find
that the presence of the CME changes the dynamic universality class to that of model A.
We also show that the transport coefficient of the CME is not renormalized by the critical
fluctuations of the order parameter.
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1 Introduction
The Beam Energy Scan program at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) has two main
goals: One is the search for anomaly-induced transport phenomena related to quantum
anomalies [1, 2], such as the chiral magnetic effect (CME) [3–6] and the chiral vortical effect
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(CVE) [7–10]. The CME and CVE represent the vector currents in relativistic matter with
a chirality imbalance along a magnetic field and vorticity, respectively. In QCD matter
under an external magnetic field (even at zero density), the CME leads to a sound-like
density wave called the chiral magnetic wave (CMW) [11, 12]. It has been argued that
the presence of the CMW in the quark-gluon plasmas (QGP) is reflected in the electric
quadrupole observables in heavy-ion collisions [13]. An experimental signature consistent
with the presence of the CMW may have been observed [14], although an alternative
explanation and background for the signature, unrelated to the CMW, have been also
proposed [15, 16].
The other is the search for the QCD critical point(s) (see, e.g., ref. [17] for a review),
whose possible existence has been argued theoretically at high temperature T between
the hadron phase and the QGP phase [18, 19] and at high baryon chemical potential
µB between the hadron phase and the color superconducting phase [20–22]. In general,
remarkable consequences from the existence of a critical point are the universality of the
static and dynamic critical phenomena which does not depend on the microscopic details,
but only on the symmetries and low-energy gapless modes. It has been previously found
that the dynamic universality class of the second-order chiral phase transition in massless
two-flavor QCD at finite T and µB = 0 is equivalent to that of O(4) antiferromagnet [23],
while that of the high-T critical point at finite µB in QCD with finite quark masses is the
model H [24–27] in the Hohenberg-Halperin classification [28].1 However, since QCD under
the magnetic field contains the CMW as an additional collective gapless excitation, it is
nontrivial whether such a mode changes the dynamic universality class of the second-order
chiral phase transition. One can thus ask the following question: does the CME (and the
resulting CMW) change the dynamic universality class in QCD?
In this paper, we address this question, based on the dynamic renormalization-group
(RG) analysis within the  expansion, for a well-posed setup that we will describe in section
2.2 Our main results on the dynamic universality classes are summarized in table 1. (Here
C is the transport coefficient of the CME defined in eq. (3.10) below.) In the presence
of the magnetic field B 6= 0, but without the CME, the system belongs to the dynamic
universality class of model E. On the other hand, when the CME is taken into account,
the fixed point corresponding to model E becomes unstable, and the dynamic universality
class is changed to that of model A.
On the way, we also show that the transport coefficient of the CME is not renormalized
by the critical fluctuations of the order parameter. Moreover, we find a new dynamic
critical behavior that the speed of the CMW tends to zero when the second-order chiral
phase transition is approached. This is similar to the phenomenon known as the critical
1Recently, it has also been found that, unlike the high-T critical point, the high-µB critical point belongs
to a new dynamic universality class beyond the conventional Hohenberg and Halperin’s classification due
to the interplay between the chiral criticality and the presence of the superfluid phonon [29].
2To simplify our discussion, we here ignore the effects of motion of plasmas, where CVE and the resulting
gapless collective mode called the chiral vortical wave (CVW) [30] are absent, and we shall focus on the
possible modifications due to the CME. The extension of our work to include the coupling with the energy-
momentum tensor (and CVE and CVW) is deferred to future work.
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B = 0, C = 0 [23] B 6= 0, C = 0 B 6= 0, C 6= 0
O(4) antiferromagnet model E model A
Table 1. Summary of dynamic universality classes (massless two-flavor QCD)
attenuation of sound waves in the liquid-gas phase transition [27, 31] and that of first sound
waves in the superfluid transition [32]. To the best of our knowledge, our work provides
the first study of the interplay between the anomaly-induced transport phenomena and
dynamic critical phenomena of QCD.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the setup of our study:
symmetries and hydrodynamic variables under consideration. In section 3, we construct
the non-linear generalized Langevin equations describing the QCD critical dynamics in
the presence of the CME. In section 4, with the help of the so-called Martin-Siggia-Rose-
Janssen-de Dominicis (MSRJD) path-integral formalism [33–35], we perform the dynamic
RG analysis to study the static and dynamic critical behaviors within the  expansion at
the one-loop order. In section 5, we conclude with discussions.
In this paper, we set e = 1 for simplicity.
2 Setup
We consider two-flavor QCD with massless up and down quarks at finite temperature T
and isospin chemical potential µI in an external magnetic field B. The effects of finite
isospin chemical potential µI and axial isospin chemical potential µI5 are implemented in
the quark sector of massless two-flavor QCD Lagrangian as
Lquark = iq¯γµDµq + µIq¯γ0τ3q + µI5q¯γ0γ5τ3q, (2.1)
where q is the quark field, Dµ is the covariant derivative including gluon fields and an exter-
nal magnetic field, and τa (a = 1, 2, 3) are the generators of SU(2) with the normalization
Tr(τaτ b) = δab/2. The chemical potentials µI and µI5 are coupled to the isospin density
nI = q¯γ
0τ3q and the axial isospin density nI5 = q¯γ
0γ5τ
3q, respectively. In the following,
we will mostly consider the case with µI 6= 0 and µI5 = 0 (except for section 2.1). Note
that the CMW appears even at µI5 = 0 due to the fluctuation of nI5 and nI.
Some remarks on our setup are in order here. First, we assume massless quarks such
that possible quark-mass corrections of the CME can be ignored. Second, we consider
finite µI instead of baryon chemical potential µB, because both nI and nI5 are conserved
in massless QCD, and so µI and µI5 are well-defined. On the other hand, the conservation
of the axial baryon charge nB5 is violated by the QCD axial anomaly even in massless
QCD, and then the axial baryon chemical potential µB5 is not generically well-defined.
3
Therefore, in our setup, whether the CME affects the dynamic critical phenomena in QCD
becomes a theoretically well-posed question.
3One manifestation of this fact is that the wave equation of the CMW for the baryon charge receives
correction due to the QCD axial anomaly. However, such an issue does not occur for the isospin charge.
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µI = µI5 = 0 µI = µI5 6= 0 µI 6= 0, µI5 = 0
B = 0 SU(2)L × SU(2)R SU(2)L ×U(1)3R U(1)3V ×U(1)3A
B 6= 0 U(1)3V ×U(1)3A
Table 2. Chiral symmetry of massless two-flavor QCD with µI and µI5 in the presence/absence of
B.
It should also be remarked that, when B = 0 (where the CME is absent), the dynamic
universality class of the second-order chiral phase transition in massless QCD at finite
T and µB is known to be different from that of QCD with finite quark masses, as we
mentioned in section 1: the former is equivalent to the O(4) antiferromagnet [23]4 while
the latter is the model H [24–27] in the classification by Hohenberg and Halperin [28]. This
difference originates from the absence of the pions at low energy below the pion mass and
the presence of the mixing between the chiral condensate and the baryon number density in
QCD with finite quark masses at finite µB [26]. In this paper, we will address the question
as to whether the CME affects the dynamic universality class of massless QCD (but not
that of massive QCD).5 As we already stated in section 1, we will ignore the CVE and
focus on the CME to simplify the following discussion.
2.1 Symmetries
We first summarize the chiral symmetry with µI and µI5 in the presence or absence of B as
shown in table 2. In the presence ofB, chiral symmetry SU(2)L×SU(2)R is explicitly broken
down to its subgroup G ≡ U(1)3V × U(1)3A [36] (irrespectively of the presence of µI and/or
µI5). This symmetry corresponds to the invariance under the following transformation,
q(x)→ q′(x) = eiαVτ3eiαAτ3γ5q(x), (2.2)
where αV and αA denote the phase-rotating angles associated with U(1)
3
V and U(1)
3
A sym-
metries, respectively. In the particular case, µI = µI5 6= 0 with B = 0, where the chemical
potential is only coupled to right-handed quarks, chiral symmetry is broken only in the
right-handed quark sector as SU(2)R → U(1)3R.
2.2 Hydrodynamic variables
While the static universality class near a critical point or second-order phase transition is
characterized only by the symmetry breaking pattern of an order parameter, the dynamic
universality class is generally affected by the presence of low-energy gapless excitations in
addition to the order parameter. Therefore, it is necessary to identify appropriate gapless
degrees of freedom called hydrodynamic variables in the system. The typical hydrody-
namic variables are the fluctuations of the conserved charge densities, the order parameter
4More precisely, what is studied in ref. [23] is the second-order chiral phase transition at µB = 0 and
µI = 0. The result at finite µI can be obtained by setting B = 0 in our analysis, which we will also argue
below.
5To study the possible modification of the dynamic critical phenomena in QCD with finite quark masses
due to the CME, one first needs to figure out the quark-mass corrections of the CME and CMW. We defer
this problem to future work.
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associated with the critical phenomena, and the Nambu-Goldstone modes associated with
spontaneous breaking of some symmetries. Here we will present all the hydrodynamic
variables in our setup.
The first hydrodynamic variable is the order parameter associated with the chiral phase
transition, Φij ∼ q¯j(1 − γ5)qi (with i, j being the flavor indices), which can be generally
decomposed as
Φ = στ0 + iητ0 + δaτa + ipiaτa, (2.3)
where σ = q¯τ0q, η = q¯iγ5τ
0q, δa = q¯τaq, and pia = q¯iγ5τaq with τ0 = 1/2, and we
take a sum over repeated indices. In the absence of the magnetic field (B = 0), σ and pia
become nearly massless near the second-order chiral phase transition, while η and δa acquire
finite masses due to the U(1)A anomaly or the Kobayashi-Maskawa-’t Hooft interaction
c(det Φ + det Φ†) [37].6 When the system is put under the magnetic field (B 6= 0), chiral
symmetry is explicitly broken down to its subgroup G (see section 2.1), and the charged
pions pi1,2 acquire a mass proportional to
√|B|. Hence, in order to study the critical
phenomena at long distance and long time scale much larger than 1/
√|B|, it is sufficient
to only focus on σ and pi3 among these variables. We parametrize them by using the
two-component order parameter field φα (α = 1, 2), where we defined φ1 ≡ σ and φ2 ≡ pi3.
The second hydrodynamic variable is the conserved charge densities. In this paper, we
only take into account the conserved charge densities associated with the symmetry G which
are coupled to φα, i.e., nI and nI5. Note that although the energy and momentum densities
can also couple to these hydrodynamic variables, we only focus on the above hydrodynamic
variables. In other words, we consider the situation where the motion of plasmas is frozen
and ignore the possible contributions from the dynamics of the energy-momentum tensor
Tµν .
In the following, nI, nI5, µI and µI5 will be abbreviated as n, n5, µ and µ5 (by sup-
pressing the index I) for notational simplicity.
3 Formulation
3.1 Generalized Langevin equations
Generalized Langevin equations for hydrodynamic variables provide the low-energy effec-
tive description of a system with dissipation. This effective theory is based on the derivative
expansions controlled by small parameters pξ  1 and ωξ  1 with p ≡ |p| and ω being
the strength of a characteristic momentum and frequency, respectively, and ξ being the
microscopic correlation length of the order parameter. In this paper, we consider a weak
magnetic field regime, and take B = O(p). Following the standard procedure (see, e.g.,
refs. [38, 39]), one can write down the generalized Langevin equations for the hydrodynamic
6In this paper, we assume that c is finite near and above the chiral phase transition at finite T .
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variables φα, n, and n5 at finite T , µ, and B as
∂φα(r, t)
∂t
= −Γ δF
δφα(r, t)
− g
∫
dr′
[
φα(r, t), n5(r
′, t)
] δF
δn5(r′, t)
+ ξα(r, t), (3.1)
∂n(r, t)
∂t
= λ∇2 δF
δn(r, t)
−
∫
dr′
[
n(r, t), n5(r
′, t)
] δF
δn5(r′, t)
+ ζ(r, t), (3.2)
∂n5(r, t)
∂t
= λ5∇2 δF
δn5(r, t)
− g
∫
dr′
[
n5(r, t), φα(r
′, t)
] δF
δφα(r′, t)
−
∫
dr′
[
n5(r, t), n(r
′, t)
] δF
δn(r′, t)
+ ζ5(r, t), (3.3)
where [A,B] denotes a Poisson bracket describing reversible terms. Here the Ginzburg-
Landau-Wilson free energy F is given by7
F =
∫
dr
[
r
2
(φα)
2 +
1
2
(∇φα)2 + u(φα)2(φβ)2 + 1
2χ
n2 +
1
2χ5
n25 + γnφ
2
α
]
. (3.4)
Summations over repeated indices are understood. Here, Γ, λ and λ5 are the kinetic co-
efficients (λ and λ5 denote the conductivities for the U(1)
3
V,A charges), g is the coupling
constant between φα and n5, and r, u and γ are some functions of T and µ. The isospin
and axial isospin susceptibilities, χ and χ5, are defined as the a = b = 3 components of the
generalized susceptibilities,
χab ≡ ∂na
∂µb
, χ5,ab ≡ ∂n5,a
∂µb5
, (3.5)
where na = nR,a+nL,a, n5,a = nR,a−nL,a, µa = (µaR+µaL)/2, µa5 = (µaR−µaL)/2.8 The non-
Gaussian term γnφ2α, which is forbidden at µ = 0 by the charge conjugation symmetry, can
appear at µ 6= 0. On the other hand, the term n5φ2α is forbidden by the parity symmetry
even for µ 6= 0 (when µ5 = 0). The noise terms ξα, ζ, and ζ5 are assumed to satisfy the
fluctuation-dissipation relations:
〈ξα(r, t)ξβ(r′, t′)〉 = 2Γδαβδd(r − r′)δ(t− t′), (3.6)
〈ζ(r, t)ζ(r′, t′)〉 = −2λ∇2δd(r − r′)δ(t− t′), (3.7)
〈ζ5(r, t)ζ5(r′, t′)〉 = −2λ5∇2δd(r − r′)δ(t− t′), (3.8)
and 〈ξαζ〉 = 〈ξαζ5〉 = 〈ζζ5〉 = 0, where d is the spatial dimension.
7Note that F is a functional of charge densities n, n5 at finite fixed µ. One can also write down the free
energy F ′ which is a functional of µ and is connected to F by the Legendre transformation: F = F ′−∫ drµn¯
with n¯ ≡ δF ′/δµ. While F ′ can involve linear terms of µ, such as − ∫ drµεαβB · (∇φα)φβ , F does not
contain such terms, because of the cancellation due to the Legendre transformation.
8One might naively think that, in the QGP with chiral symmetry restoration, right- and left-handed
sector are decoupled and that χ = χ5. In fact, this is true in the presence of SU(2)L or SU(2)R chiral
symmetry. However, this chiral symmetry is explicitly broken down to its subgroup G at finite µI under
the magnetic field B, and this symmetry is not sufficient to ensure χ = χ5; see appendix A for the detail.
Hence, we assume χ 6= χ5 and treat them as independent quantities below. Indeed, we will see that the RG
equations for χ and χ5 are different at finite µI under the magnetic field B.
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The reversible terms in generalized Langevin equations are given by the Poisson brack-
ets between hydrodynamic variables. We here use the corresponding commutation relations
for the reversible terms, [
n5(r, t), φα(r
′, t)
]
= εαβφβδ(r − r′), (3.9)[
n(r, t), n5(r
′, t)
]
= CB ·∇δ(r − r′). (3.10)
Here εαβ denotes the anti-symmetric tensor with ε10 = 1, and C = 1/(2pi
2) denotes the
coefficient of the CME, which is related to the anomaly coefficient away from the second-
order chiral phase transition.9 Equation (3.9) can be understood as the classical limit of
the corresponding quantum commutations. The anomalous commutation relation (3.10) is
related to triangle anomalies in quantum field theories [40, 41] and the CME [42].
3.2 Dynamic perturbation theory
3.2.1 Martin-Siggia-Rose-Janssen-de Dominicis (MSRJD) formalism
In order to apply the RG analysis with perturbative calculations to the classical stochastic
dynamics considered in the previous section, we convert the generalized Langevin equation
into the path-integral formalism. This formulation has been originally developed by Martin-
Siggia-Rose, Janssen, and de Dominicis [33–35]. Here we briefly review their formulation
following ref. [43]. We start from generalized Langevin equations of the form:
∂ψN (r, t)
∂t
= FN [{ψM}] + ηN (r, t), (3.11)
〈ηM (r, t)ηN (r′, t′)〉 = LMN (∇)δd(r − r′)δ(t− t′), (3.12)
where eq. (3.11) describes the time evolution of hydrodynamic variables in the presence of
the noise variables:
ψN ≡ {φα(r, t), n(r, t), n5(r, t)}, ηN ≡ {ξα(r, t), ζ(r, t), ζ5(r, t)}, (3.13)
in our case. Here FN denotes all the terms which may involve a set of hydrodynamic
variables. The noise variables ηN are assumed to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation relation
(3.12) with LMN being a matrix which also contains ∇:
LMN = diag(2Γ, 2Γ,−2λ∇2,−2λ5∇2), (3.14)
for our hydrodynamic variables. One can see that eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) and (3.6)–(3.8) corre-
spond to eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), respectively.
In order to translate the Langevin equation into the corresponding path-integral for-
malism, we consider following correlation functions of the hydrodynamic variables under
various configurations of the noise variables:〈O[ψ¯]〉 = N ∫ D[η]O[ψ¯] exp [−1
4
∫
dt
∫
dr ηML
−1
MNηN
]
, (3.15)
9Note that it is a nontrivial question whether the CME coefficient is exactly fixed by the anomaly
coefficient even at the second-order chiral phase transition where σ becomes massless. This is because
fluctuations of massless σ can potentially renormalize the CME coefficient. In section 4.2, we will show
that the CME coefficient does not receive renormalization even at the second-order chiral phase transition.
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where ψ¯N denotes the solution of the Langevin equations, and the noises are assumed
to obey the Gaussian white noise with a normalization factor N . Here, summation over
repeated indices M , N is implied. Then, we insert the following identity into the right
hand side of eq. (3.15) in order to carry out the path integral of the noise variables in the
presence of the noise-dependent variable O[ψ¯],
1 =
∫
D[ψ]
∏
N
δ(ψN − ψ¯N ) =
∫
D[ψ]
∏
N
∏
r,t
δ
(
∂ψN
∂t
−FN [{ψM}]− ηN
)
. (3.16)
We have omitted the Jacobian det (∂t − δF/δψ) in the right-hand side. This is justified
by getting rid of unnecessary graphs containing the so-called closed response loops in dia-
grammatic calculations (see appendix B for more details). Then, we can replace O[ψ¯] by
O[ψ] and integrate out the noise variables. Finally, we get
〈O[ψ]〉 = N ′
∫
D[iψ˜]
∫
D[ψ]O[ψ] exp
(
−S[{ψ˜M}, {ψM}]
)
. (3.17)
Here, we have used the Fourier representation of the delta function and introduced the pure
imaginary auxiliary field ψ˜N , called the response field, for each hydrodynamic variable ψN .
N ′ is also another normalization factor which appears after integrating out the noises, and
S[{ψ˜M}, {ψM}] is an MSRJD effective action given by
S[{ψ˜M}, {ψM}] =
∫
dt
∫
dr
[
ψ˜N
(
∂ψN
∂t
−FN [{ψM}]
)
− ψ˜MLMN (∇)ψ˜N
]
. (3.18)
Then, based on the path-integral technique, we can calculate any correlation functions for
the hydrodynamic variables ψN and the response fields ψ˜N .
Now, following the above procedure for eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) and (3.6)–(3.8), we obtain the
path-integral formula with the following MSRJD effective action:
S =
∫
dt
∫
dr (Lφ + Ln + Lφn). (3.19)
The first term represents the kinetic term of the order parameters and their four-point
interaction:
Lφ = φ˜α
(
∂
∂t
+ Γ(r −∇2)
)
φα − Γφ˜2α + 4Γuφ˜αφαφ2β , (3.20)
where we have introduced the response fields φ˜α for φα. The second term of eq. (3.19)
represents the bilinear part of the conserved charge densities n and n5, which are coupled
to each other due to the CME:
Ln = 1
2
(n˜, n, n˜5, n5)

2λ∇2 ∂
∂t
− λ
χ
∇2 0 C
χ 5
B ·∇
− ∂
∂t
− λ
χ
∇2 0 −C
χ
B ·∇ 0
0
C
χ
B ·∇ 2λ5∇2 ∂
∂t
− λ5
χ5
∇2
−C
χ 5
B ·∇ 0 − ∂
∂t
− λ5
χ5
∇2 0


n˜
n
n˜5
n5
 ,
(3.21)
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where n˜ and n˜5 are the response fields of n and n5, respectively. The third term of
eq. (3.19) represents the three-point interactions between the order parameters and the
conserved charge densities:
Lφn = −gεαβ
χ5
(
φ˜αφβn5 + χ5n˜5(∇2φα)φβ
)
+ 2γΓφ˜αφαn− γλn˜(∇2φ2α) + γCn˜5B · (∇φ2α).
(3.22)
Here we have two types of interactions: terms proportional to g that originate from the
Poisson bracket (3.9) and ones proportional to γ that originate from the non-Gaussian
term γnφ2α in the Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson free energy (3.4). The former exists even at
µ = 0 and gives the couplings between different order parameters; the latter exists as long
as µ 6= 0 and gives the couplings between the same order parameter components. Note also
that the last term of eq. (3.22) describes the non-linear interaction, which may potentially
generate hydrodynamic loop corrections to the anomaly coefficient C.10
3.2.2 Feynman rules
The Feynman rules for the action (3.19) are in order here. The bare propagator of the
order parameter, G0αβ, is obtained by calculating the two-point correlation 〈φαφ˜β〉 from
the Gaussian part of Lφ in momentum space:
G0αβ(k, ω) = G
0(k, ω)δαβ ≡ δαβ−iω + Γ(r + k2) , (3.23)
which is diagonal with respect to α and β. The bare propagator of the conserved fields,
D0ij , is obtained by calculating two-point correlation 〈nin˜j〉 from Ln, where ni = {n, n5}.
The inverse matrix of D0ij has the following expression,
[D0(k, ω)]−1 =
−iω +
λ
χ
k2 i
C
χ5
B · k
i
C
χ
B · k −iω + λ5
χ5
k2
 , (3.24)
which has off-diagonal components with respect to i and j because of the CME.
The bare noise vertex of the order parameter, 2Γδαβ, is obtained by calculating two-
point correlation 〈φαφβ〉 divided by |G0|2. The bare noise vertex of the conserved charge
densities between ni and nj is given by
L0(k) =
(
2λk2 0
0 2λ5k
2
)
, (3.25)
which is related to the bare correlation function of the conserved charge densities, B0ij ,
through the following equation:
B0ij(k, ω) = D
0
il(k, ω)L
0
lk(k)[D
0(−k,−ω)]Tkj = D0il(k, ω)L0lk(k)[D0(k, ω)]†kj . (3.26)
10We will show below that this is not the case by the explicit computation.
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Here, B0ij is obtained by computing the two-point correlation 〈ninj〉 from Ln as follows:
B011(k, ω) =
2λk2(ω2 + λ25k
4/χ25) + 2λ5k
2(CB · k/χ5)2
|det[D0(k, ω)]−1|2 , (3.27)
B012(k, ω) = B
0
21(k, ω) =
2 (λ/χ+ λ5/χ5)k
2C(B · k)ω
|det[D0(k, ω)]−1|2 , (3.28)
B022(k, ω) =
2λ5k
2(ω2 + λ2k4/χ2) + 2λk2(CB · k/χ)2
|det[D0(k, ω)]−1|2 . (3.29)
The four-point interaction vertex is obtained from Lφ as
U0α;βγδ = −4uΓδαβδγδ, (3.30)
where the indices α;βγδ are the shorthand notation of the fields φ˜αφβφγφδ. Here and
below we write the index α for the response field on the left and the components β, γ, δ for
the hydrodynamic fields on the right. The three-point interaction vertices are obtained as
V 0α;βi =
(
−2γΓδαβ
gεαβ/χ5
)
, V 0i;αβ(k,p) =
(
−2γλk2δαβ
g[(k − p)2 − p2]εαβ − 2iγCB · kδαβ
)
, (3.31)
where we explicitly write each i component as a vector. In the same way as the above,
the indices α;βi and i;αβ are the shorthand notation of φ˜αφβni and n˜iφαφβ, respectively.
The vertex V 0i;αβ(k,p) is the function of the outgoing momentum k of ni and the ingoing
momentum p of φα (see also figure 2(c)).
Diagrammatically, we depict G0αβ by the plane line, and D
0
ij by the wavy line with
the outgoing and ingoing components i and j. We omit both of the outgoing and ingoing
indices α and β in the diagram for G0αβ, because G
0
αβ is diagonal with respect to α, β.
Rather, we shall write α alone at the center of plane lines. Each noise vertex of the order
parameters and the conserved charge densities can be understood as the one with two
outgoing lines as represented in figure 1.
As is shown in figure 2, each interaction vertex has one outgoing and three or two ingo-
ing lines. Ordinary Feynman rules are applied in figure 2 to obtain n-point full correlations.
Among others, the full propagators Gαβ and Dij are obtained using the self-energies of the
order parameter, Σαβ, and those of the conserved charge densities, Πij , as
G−1αβ(k, ω) = [G
0
αβ(k, ω)]
−1 − Σαβ(k, ω), (3.32)
D−1ij (k, ω) = [D
0
ij(k, ω)]
−1 −Πij(k, ω). (3.33)
The three-point vertex function Vα;βi(k1,k2, ω1, ω2) can be obtained by computing one-
particle irreducible diagrams with outgoing φ˜α and ingoing φβ, ni. Here, k1 and ω1 denote
the ingoing momentum and frequency of φβ, and k2 and ω2 denote the ingoing momentum
and frequency of ni. From the energy and momentum conservation laws, φ˜β has the
outgoing momentum k3 = k1 + k2 and the frequency ω3 = ω1 + ω2. For later purpose, it
is convenient to divide Vα;βi into its bare contribution V
0
α;βi and the correction term Vα;βi
as follows:
Vα;βi(k1,k2, ω1, ω2) = V
0
α;βi + Vα;βi(k1,k2, ω1, ω2). (3.34)
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Figure 1. Noise vertices
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k
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α
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Figure 2. Interaction vertices
4 Renormalization-group analysis
4.1 Statics
We first discuss the static critical behavior by using the RG analysis with  expansion. The
static RG transformation consists of two steps: integrating out the degrees of freedom in
the momentum shell between Λ/b and Λ (with Λ being the ultraviolet cutoff and b being
some constant larger than unity) and the rescaling:
r → r′ = b−1r, (4.1)
φα(r)→ φ′α(r′) = baφα(r), (4.2)
φ˜α(r)→ φ˜′α(r′) = ba˜φ˜α(r), (4.3)
n(r)→ n′(r′) = bcn(r), (4.4)
n˜(r)→ n˜′(r′) = bc˜n˜(r), (4.5)
n5(r)→ n′5(r′) = bc5n5(r), (4.6)
n˜5(r)→ n˜′5(r′) = bc˜5 n˜5(r). (4.7)
Here a, a˜, c, c˜, c5, and c˜5 are some constants, among which a, c, and c5 will be computed
below. Hereafter, we work with the spatial dimension d ≡ 4−  with small , and perform
the calculations to leading orders in the expansion of .
At the lth stage of the renormalization procedure, the static parameters rl, ul, χl and
γl satisfy the same recursion relation as those in model C, i.e., eqs. (4.5)–(4.8) of ref. [44].
11
Since there is no non-Gaussian terms for n5 in eq. (3.4), (χ5)l is affected only by the trivial
11The susceptibility χ is denoted as C in ref. [44].
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scale transformation, and so (χ5)l is finite at the fixed point. The recursion relations for
the static parameters in the leading-order of  are
rl+1 = b
d−2a{rl + 8u¯l[Λ2(1− b−2)− 2rl ln b]}, (4.8)
u¯l+1 = b
d−4au¯l (1− 40u¯l ln b) , (4.9)
χ−1l+1 = b
d−2cχ−1l (1− 4vl ln b), (4.10)
(χ5)
−1
l+1 = b
d−2c5(χ5)−1l , (4.11)
γl+1 = b
2−cγl [1− (16u¯l + 4vl) ln b] . (4.12)
Here, we introduced the following quantities,
v ≡ γ
2χΛ−
8pi2
, u¯ ≡ uΛ
−
8pi2
, (4.13)
where the factor 1/(8pi2) is the phase-space volume element in d = 4 dimensions.12
Let us now compute a, c5, and c, among which a and c5 can be found immediately. To
the order of , the exponent a is solely determined by the condition that the kinetic term
of φα in eq. (3.4) is scale invariant:
a =
d− 2
2
. (4.14)
Recalling the condition that (χ5)l remains finite at the fixed point, we also find from
eq. (4.11) that
c5 =
d
2
. (4.15)
We then turn to the computation of c. Combining eqs. (4.10) and (4.12), we obtain the
recursion relation for vl,
vl+1 = b
vl [1− (32u¯l + 4vl) ln b] . (4.16)
The RG equations corresponding to eqs. (4.9) and (4.16) become13
du¯l
dl
= (d− 4a− 40u¯l)u¯l. (4.17)
dvl
dl
= (− 32u¯l − 4vl)vl. (4.18)
12This factor is denoted as B in ref. [44] and K4 in ref. [45].
13In general, for the following form of the recursion relation for parameters Al and Bl,
Al+1 = b
cAAl(1 +Bl ln b),
with some constant cA, one can derive the RG equation for Al by setting b = e
l and taking the limit l→ 0
as
dAl
dl
= (cA +Bl)Al.
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Then, eqs. (4.17)-(4.18) tell us the fixed-point values of u¯l and vl as [44]
14
u¯∞ =

40
, v∞ =

20
. (4.19)
By returning back to eq. (4.10), we arrive at
c =
3d− 2
5
. (4.20)
The static physical parameters near the transition temperature Tc are solely given
by the loop-correction terms proportional to ln b in the static recursion relations [46]. In
particular, the renormalized charge susceptibility χ(T ) is obtained by using eq. (4.10),
χ(T ) = χ0[1 + 4v∞ ln(Λξ)] ∼ ξ/5, (4.21)
where χ0 is the susceptibility at the cutoff scale Λ, and we used the relation 1 + x ln Λξ +
O(x2) = (Λξ)x for x 1, by regarding x = 4v∞ as a small parameter when  1. Defining
the critical exponents ν and α in the standard manner,
ξ ∼ τ−ν , χ ∼ τ−α, (4.22)
with τ ≡ (T − Tc)/Tc being the reduced temperature, we obtain
α
ν
=

5
. (4.23)
The recursion relations at µ = 0 can easily be obtained by setting v = γ = 0 in
eqs. (4.10)–(4.12). In this case, one finds c = c5 = d/2, so that critical behaviors do not
appear in χ and χ5.
4.2 Dynamics
4.2.1 Dynamic RG equations and fixed point solutions
We now discuss the dynamic critical behavior. Similarly to the static RG procedure pre-
sented in the previous section, the dynamic RG transformation also consists of two steps:
integrating out the intermediate momentum shell, as well as the intermediate frequency ω
from −∞ to ∞ and its rescaling:
ω → ω′ = bzω, (4.24)
where z is the so-called dynamic critical exponent.
In order to obtain the recursion relations of the dynamic parameters Γl, λl, λ5, and
Cl in the MSRJD effective action, we compute the full inverse propagators at the (l+ 1)th
14Following the notation of ref. [45], we use u¯∞, v∞, etc., for the fixed-point values of u¯l, vl, etc., rather
than u¯∗, v∗ as in ref. [44].
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renormalization step. For instance, we calculate the full inverse propagator for the order
parameter as
[Gαα(k
′, ω′)]−1l+1 = [Gαα(k, ω)]
−1
l b
−a˜−a
=
[
−iω
(
1− i ∂Σαα(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
)
+ Γlrl − Σαα(0, 0)
+
(
Γl − 1
2
∂2Σαα(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
)
k2 + · · ·
]
b−a˜−a. (4.25)
Here we used eq. (3.32) and expanded the diagonal component of the self energy Σ with
respect to the frequency ω and wave number k. By regarding the term proportional to k2
on the right-hand side as Γl+1k
′2 and including the overall factor bz+d that originates from
rescaling the measure of the action, we obtain the recursion relation for Γl,
Γl+1 = Γl
(
1− 1
2Γl
∂2Σαα(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
)
bd+z−a˜−a−2. (4.26)
Furthermore, we regard the term proportional to −iω as −iω′ and include the overall
factor, which leads to
1 =
(
1− i ∂Σαα(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
)
bd−a˜−a. (4.27)
In the similar way, we can derive the following recursion relations by computing the
inverse propagator for conserved charge densities, [Dij(k
′, ω′)]−1l+1, and three-point vertex
[Vα;βi(k1,k2, ω1, ω2)]l+1:
λl+1
χl+1
=
λl
χl
(
1− χl
2λl
∂2Π11(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
)
bd+z−c˜−c−2, (4.28)
(λ5)l+1
(χ5)l+1
=
(λ5)l
(χ5)l
(
1− (χ5)l
2(λ5)l
∂2Π22(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
)
bd+z−c˜5−c5−2, (4.29)
Cl+1
χl+1
B =
(
Cl
χl
B + i
∂Π21(k, 0)
∂k
∣∣∣∣
k→0
)
bd+z−c˜5−c−1, (4.30)
Cl+1
(χ5)l+1
B =
(
Cl
(χ5)l
B + i
∂Π12(k, 0)
∂k
∣∣∣∣
k→0
)
bd+z−c˜−c5−1, (4.31)
gl+1
(χ5)l+1
εαβ =
gl
(χ5)l
(
εαβ +
(χ5)l
gl
Vα;β2(k1,k2, ω1, ω2)|k1,2→0, ω1,2→0
)
bd+z−a˜−a−c5 , (4.32)
with the following constraints,
1 =
(
1− i ∂Π11(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
)
bd−c˜−c , (4.33)
1 =
(
1− i ∂Π22(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
)
bd−c˜5−c5 . (4.34)
Therefore, once we can evaluate the self-energy and vertex function corrections, we obtain
the recursion relations for the dynamic parameters in the MSRJD action, which results in
the dynamic RG equations.
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We then perturbatively compute the self-energies, Σαα(k, ω) and Πij(k, ω), and the
vertex function Vα;β2(k1,k2, ω1, ω2) via diagrammatic expansions. For later convenience,
we define the following quantities:
f ≡ g
2Λ−
8pi2λ5Γ
, w ≡ Γχ
λ
, w5 ≡ Γχ5
λ5
, h ≡ CB√
λλ5Λ
, (4.35)
X ≡ 2√
(1 + w)(1 + w5) + h2 +
√
(1 + w)(1 + w5)
√
1 + w
1 + w5
, X ′ ≡ 1 + w5
1 + w
X, (4.36)
where we introduced B ≡ |B|. According to the detailed analysis in appendix C, the
recursion relations for the dynamic parameters Γl, λl, λ5, Cl and gl at the one-loop level
read
Γl+1 = b
z−2Γl
[
1− (4vlwlX ′l − flXl) ln b
]
, (4.37)
λl+1 = b
z−d+2c−2λl, (4.38)
(λ5)l+1 = b
z−d+2c5−2(λ5)l
(
1 +
fl
2
ln b
)
, (4.39)
Cl+1 = b
z+c+c5−d−1Cl, (4.40)
gl+1 = b
z−d+c5gl. (4.41)
Among others, eq. (4.40) shows that the CME coefficient C is not renormalized by the
critical fluctuations of the order parameter in this order. This may be viewed as an exten-
sion of the non-renormalization theorem for the CME coefficient at the second-order chiral
phase transition where σ becomes massless.
The recursion relations for the dynamic parameters (4.37)–(4.41), together with the
ones for static parameters (4.10)–(4.12), enable us to obtain the recursion relations for
parameters defined in eq. (4.35) as
fl+1 = b
fl
[
1 +
(
4vlwlX
′
l − flXl −
1
2
fl
)
ln b
]
, (4.42)
(w5)l+1 = (w5)l
[
1−
(
4vlwlX
′
l − flXl +
1
2
fl
)
ln b
]
, (4.43)
wl+1 = wl
[
1− (4vlwlX ′l − flXl − 4vl) ln b] , (4.44)
hl+1 = bhl
(
1− fl
4
ln b
)
. (4.45)
Then, the dynamic RG equations corresponding to eqs. (4.42)–(4.45) can be derived in a
way similar to eqs. (4.17)-(4.18) as
dfl
dl
=
(
+ 4vlwlX
′
l − flXl −
1
2
fl
)
fl , (4.46)
d(w5)l
dl
=
(
−4vlwlX ′l + flXl −
1
2
fl
)
(w5)l , (4.47)
dwl
dl
=
(−4vlwlX ′l + flXl + 4vl)wl , (4.48)
dhl
dl
=
(
1− fl
4
)
hl , (4.49)
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from which we find four possible nontrivial fixed-point values of f, w5, w, h:
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(i) f∞ = , (w5)∞ = 1, w∞ = h∞ = 0; (4.50)
(ii) f∞ =
2
3
, (w5)∞ = w∞ = h∞ = 0; (4.51)
(iii) f∞ = , (w5)∞ =
3
7
, w∞ = h∞ =∞; (4.52)
(iv) f∞ = 2, (w5)∞ = 0, w∞ = h∞ =∞. (4.53)
Some remarks on the fixed points above are in order here. Since the magnetic field
is external (B 6= 0), the fixed points (i) and (ii) with h∞ = 0 should be interpreted as
corresponding to C = 0. We should note that the fixed points (iii) and (iv) are not usual
in that the factors X and wX ′ in the RG equations (4.46)–(4.48) are non-uniform in the
limits w → ∞ and h2 → ∞: if one takes w → ∞ first for fixed h2, the fixed point (iii) is
obtained; if one takes h2 → ∞ first for fixed w, the fixed point (iv) is obtained. In other
words, the fixed point (iii) corresponds to the case w∞  h2∞  1, and the fixed point (iv)
corresponds to the case h2∞  w∞  1. The competition between w →∞ and h2 →∞ in
eq. (4.36) can be characterized by introducing a dimensionless parameter,
h2
w
=
C2B2
λ5ΓχΛ2
. (4.54)
Then, we can see which parameters among C, λ and λ5 become dominant for a finite kinetic
coefficient of the order parameter, Γ, and finite static susceptibilities, χ and χ5. (Indeed,
one can confirm that Γ, χ, and χ5 are finite by putting back the fixed-point values of
v, f, w5, w, and h with eqs. (4.15) and (4.20) to the recursion relations (4.10), (4.11), and
(4.37).) By looking at f∞, (w5)∞, and the fixed-point value of (4.54), one can see the
fixed point (iii) corresponds to C → 0 and λ → 0 with finite λ5 (where the CME can be
neglected compared to the diffusion effect), and the fixed point (iv) to C → ∞, λ → 0,
and λ5 → ∞ with C2/λ5 → ∞ (where the diffusion effect can be neglected compared to
the CME). In short, we can regard the competition between the two limits w → ∞ and
h2 →∞ as the competition between CME and diffusion.
4.2.2 Stability of fixed points
We first study the stabilities of the fixed points (i) and (ii). For this purpose, we consider
the linear perturbations around the fixed points,
fl = f∞ + δf, (w5)l = (w5)∞ + δw5, wl = δw, hl = δh. (4.55)
15The trivial fixed point, f∞ = (w5)∞ = w∞ = h∞ = 0, is stable only for  < 0, and is not considered
here.
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Substituting these expressions into eqs. (4.46)–(4.49) and setting vl = v∞ = /20 from
eq. (4.19),16 the linearized equations with respect to δf , δw5, δw5, and δh read
d
dl

δf
δw5
δw
δh
 =

−f∞
(
θ∞ +
1
2
)
f2∞θ2∞ 4v∞f∞ 0
(w5)∞
(
θ∞ − 1
2
)
f∞
[
θ∞ − 1
2
− (w5)∞θ2∞
]
−4v∞(w5)∞ 0
0 0 f∞θ∞ + 4v∞ 0
0 0 0 1− f∞
4


δf
δw5
δw
δh
 ,
(4.56)
where we have defined
θ∞ ≡ 1
1 + (w5)∞
=

1
2
for the case (i),
1 for the case (ii).
(4.57)
Because of (w5)∞ (θ∞ − 1/2) = 0 for both cases (i) and (ii), the 4× 4 matrix in eq. (4.56)
is reduced to an upper triangular matrix. Then, the eigenvalues of the matrix are given
just by its diagonal components for each fixed point:
(i)
(
−, − 
4
,
7
10
, 1− 
4
)
and (ii)
(
−, 
3
,
13
15
, 1− 
6
)
. (4.58)
From this result, we find that the fixed point (ii) is unstable in the w5 direction, and that
the RG flow runs to the fixed point (i) (see also figure 3 showing the RG flows in the (f, w5)
plane at w = h = 0). We also find that both fixed points are unstable in the directions of
w and h, showing that λ and C are relevant, so that small but nonzero values of w and h
grow around the fixed point (i).
We shall first qualitatively discuss the RG flows by using flow diagrams. For this
purpose, we here forcibly fix w and h to some finite values and investigate the RG flows in
the (f, w5) plane. As we noted in the previous subsection, f and w5 flow to the fixed point
(iii) when w  h2  1 while they flow to the fixed point (iv) when h2  w  1 (see the
RG flows in figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively). On the other hand, when w ∼ h2, they
flow to the intermediate values between the fixed-point values of (iii) and (iv), as shown in
figure 4(c). We then vary w and h following the RG equations for fixed f and w5 close to
the fixed point (i) or (ii). As one can see in figure 5, unless w  h, the points in the (w, h)
plane flow in the direction along the h axis. Therefore, for most of the parameter region
around the fixed point (i) or (ii), the system eventually flows to the fixed point (iv).
Next, we consider the RG flows in all the parameter space (f, w5, w, h). Here, we first
set the initial parameters near the fixed point (i) and consider the flow equations at a fixed
flow time. Similarly to the RG flows in the previous paragraph, when the initial values of
w and h are varied, all the parameters move between the fixed-point values of (iii) and (iv).
The initial parameter region that flows to the fixed point (iii) is much broader than the
16Here we can ignore the fluctuation of vl, because all of vl are multiplied by O(δw) in eqs. (4.46)–(4.49).
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(vl, wl, hl) = (v1, w1, h1) = (✏/20, 0, 0)
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Figure 3. RG flow of the parameters f and w5 for fixed w and h ( = 1), which shows the fixed
points (i) and (ii).
region that flows to the fixed point (iv) in the (w, h) plane, as is shown analytically within
the linear-stability analysis around the fixed point (i) in appendix D (where a crossover
between the dynamic universality classes corresponding to the fixed points (iii) and (iv) is
also discussed). Therefore, in the almost whole region of the (w, h) plane near the fixed
point (i), the fixed point (iii) is unstable while the fixed point (iv) becomes stable.
When we consider the RG flow from the initial values near the fixed point (iii), all
the parameters will eventually take the fixed-point values of (iv).17 This is because h
grows much more rapidly than w due to the additional scaling factor b in the recursion
relation (4.45) for h, compared to the relation (4.44) for w. From the above discussion,
it follows that the fixed point (iv) is stable in the almost whole region at finite w and h,
while generally at a finite flow time there is a small parameter region that flows to the
fixed point (iii).
4.3 Physical consequences
4.3.1 Dynamic universality class
The dynamic critical exponents are found by returning back to the recursion relation (4.37)
for Γl in each case of the fixed-point values (i)–(iv). The fixed points (i) and (iii) have the
dynamic critical exponent of model E, z = d/2. This dynamic universality class is generally
determined only by two-component order parameter and one conserved density that are
coupled thorough the Poisson brackets. In our case, the order parameter field φα and the
axial isospin density n5 are essential, whereas the isospin density n does not affect the
dynamic universality class.18
17This is not the case of the RG evolution starting from the parameters exactly at the fixed point (iii).
18There is a nonzero Poisson bracket among n5 and φα in eq. (3.9), whereas there are no nontrivial
Poisson brackets among n and φα.
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(vl, wl, h
2
l ) = (✏/20, 10
4, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="nJ I1+6hEWBrzeHnmMNXg5flpTMs=">AAAFqnichZTNbtNAEICn AUMJP03hgsQlIi1KpKiso0pFSEhRufTYpqQtStrIdrbtKuu1 aztpUysv0BfgwAkkDogLV7hy4QU49BEQxyJx4cB4bPqTKPFa Xs+O55uZ3dld05XCDxg7ncpcu67duDl9K3v7zt17M7nZ+xu+ 0/UsXrcc6XhbpuFzKRSvByKQfMv1uGGbkm+anZfR/80e93zh qFdB3+XbtrGnxK6wjABVrdxcsdeS5UN891typ1J6UWxy1xfS UU8rrKyzncWyXmrlCmyBUcuPCnoiFKpzQG3Vmc0sQRPa4IAF XbCBg4IAZQkG+Pg0QAcGLuq2IUSdh5Kg/xwGkEW2i1YcLQzU drDfw1Ej0SocRz59oi2MIvH1kMzDPPvBPrIz9p19Yj/Z37G +QvIR5dLHrxmz3G3NnDxc/5NK2fgNYP+CmphzALvwjHIVmLt LmmgWVsz3jt+crT+vzYdP2Hv2C/N/x07ZN5yB6v22Pqzx2ts J+ZiYy/gVCzEyxxkqtHITO4WaQ1o1m+ahsE4hVUugh8El2aV 69VEKsL+ozTgPHvSIj+QorzzVZDJzlDAxEeI4jTgYinGQSrT xiWNE636EfUiayVR9hKmnMp2h2XRSCXeIcFOJ5SFiOZU4Rv1 Vhp0zHu3EUa55nt//02ngDpgcJzqXl6PEGpN2UVq8yFqSNae dpujeEOSvSJyT2IaJBxv35ABK5DeLN5Q+fB+NChuVBR3ltcV CdSW+qmAaHsFjjKDDElRhBVaxyhacwGf4Al+1slbTXmuN2DQ zlTAP4ErT2v8Aue43lQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nJ I1+6hEWBrzeHnmMNXg5flpTMs=">AAAFqnichZTNbtNAEICn AUMJP03hgsQlIi1KpKiso0pFSEhRufTYpqQtStrIdrbtKuu1 aztpUysv0BfgwAkkDogLV7hy4QU49BEQxyJx4cB4bPqTKPFa Xs+O55uZ3dld05XCDxg7ncpcu67duDl9K3v7zt17M7nZ+xu+ 0/UsXrcc6XhbpuFzKRSvByKQfMv1uGGbkm+anZfR/80e93zh qFdB3+XbtrGnxK6wjABVrdxcsdeS5UN891typ1J6UWxy1xfS UU8rrKyzncWyXmrlCmyBUcuPCnoiFKpzQG3Vmc0sQRPa4IAF XbCBg4IAZQkG+Pg0QAcGLuq2IUSdh5Kg/xwGkEW2i1YcLQzU drDfw1Ej0SocRz59oi2MIvH1kMzDPPvBPrIz9p19Yj/Z37G +QvIR5dLHrxmz3G3NnDxc/5NK2fgNYP+CmphzALvwjHIVmLt LmmgWVsz3jt+crT+vzYdP2Hv2C/N/x07ZN5yB6v22Pqzx2ts J+ZiYy/gVCzEyxxkqtHITO4WaQ1o1m+ahsE4hVUugh8El2aV 69VEKsL+ozTgPHvSIj+QorzzVZDJzlDAxEeI4jTgYinGQSrT xiWNE636EfUiayVR9hKmnMp2h2XRSCXeIcFOJ5SFiOZU4Rv1 Vhp0zHu3EUa55nt//02ngDpgcJzqXl6PEGpN2UVq8yFqSNae dpujeEOSvSJyT2IaJBxv35ABK5DeLN5Q+fB+NChuVBR3ltcV CdSW+qmAaHsFjjKDDElRhBVaxyhacwGf4Al+1slbTXmuN2DQ zlTAP4ErT2v8Aue43lQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nJ I1+6hEWBrzeHnmMNXg5flpTMs=">AAAFqnichZTNbtNAEICn AUMJP03hgsQlIi1KpKiso0pFSEhRufTYpqQtStrIdrbtKuu1 aztpUysv0BfgwAkkDogLV7hy4QU49BEQxyJx4cB4bPqTKPFa Xs+O55uZ3dld05XCDxg7ncpcu67duDl9K3v7zt17M7nZ+xu+ 0/UsXrcc6XhbpuFzKRSvByKQfMv1uGGbkm+anZfR/80e93zh qFdB3+XbtrGnxK6wjABVrdxcsdeS5UN891typ1J6UWxy1xfS UU8rrKyzncWyXmrlCmyBUcuPCnoiFKpzQG3Vmc0sQRPa4IAF XbCBg4IAZQkG+Pg0QAcGLuq2IUSdh5Kg/xwGkEW2i1YcLQzU drDfw1Ej0SocRz59oi2MIvH1kMzDPPvBPrIz9p19Yj/Z37G +QvIR5dLHrxmz3G3NnDxc/5NK2fgNYP+CmphzALvwjHIVmLt LmmgWVsz3jt+crT+vzYdP2Hv2C/N/x07ZN5yB6v22Pqzx2ts J+ZiYy/gVCzEyxxkqtHITO4WaQ1o1m+ahsE4hVUugh8El2aV 69VEKsL+ozTgPHvSIj+QorzzVZDJzlDAxEeI4jTgYinGQSrT xiWNE636EfUiayVR9hKmnMp2h2XRSCXeIcFOJ5SFiOZU4Rv1 Vhp0zHu3EUa55nt//02ngDpgcJzqXl6PEGpN2UVq8yFqSNae dpujeEOSvSJyT2IaJBxv35ABK5DeLN5Q+fB+NChuVBR3ltcV CdSW+qmAaHsFjjKDDElRhBVaxyhacwGf4Al+1slbTXmuN2DQ zlTAP4ErT2v8Aue43lQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GM z7VVgjcUCxqQYpHfijEgmFBMI=">AAAFqnichZTNbtNAEICn AUMJP03hgsQlIhQlUtSuo0pFSEhVufTYpqQ/SlrLdrbtKuv1 1nbSplZeoC/AgRNIHBAXrnDlwgtw6CMgjkXiwqHjtelPothr eT07nm9mdmd3LcmZHxByOpG7cVO7dXvyTv7uvfsPpgrTD9d9 t+vZtGG73PU2LdOnnAnaCFjA6ab0qOlYnG5YndfR/40e9Xzm ijdBX9Jtx9wTbJfZZoAqo/Cs3DN49RDffYPv1Cqvyi0qfcZd MVcjVZ3szFf1ilEokVmiWnFU0BOhBElbcadzC9CCNrhgQxcc oCAgQJmDCT4+TdCBgETdNoSo81Bi6j+FAeSR7aIVRQsTtR3s 93DUTLQCx5FPX9E2RuH4ekgWYYb8JJ/IGflBPpNf5N9YX6H yEeXSx68Vs1QaUyeP1/5mUg5+A9i/pFJzDmAXXqhcGeYulSa ahR3zveO3Z2sv6zPhc/KB/Mb835NT8h1nIHp/7I+rtP4uJR8 Lcxm/YiFGpjhDgVYysROoOVSr5qh5CKxTqKrF0MPgiixVvfo oBdhf1macBw96io/kKK+iqkk6c5QwMRHiOIs4GIpxkEm08Yl jROt+hH2oNOlUY4RpZDKdodl0Mgk5RMhMYmmIWMokjlF/nSE XjKd24ijXusjv/+k0cQekx4nO5dUoscZSuygrXmTNlTVVO02 oe4Mpf2XFuYltmHhwcE8OoKL85vGG0ofvo1FhvTaro7w6X1p cTu6qSXgCTzGCDguwCMuwglW24QS+wFf4plW1uralNWPT3ET CPIJrTWufA8iwNzE=</latexit>
(vl, wl, h
2
l ) = (✏/20, 10
4, 1012)
<latexit sha1_base64="oq/4JPrrae+HHJdz8BuSLlBIW2A=">AAAFsHichZRLb9NAEICnAUMJj6ZwQeISEYoSVJV1VKkICSk qlx77IG2kprVsd9suWdtb20mbWvkDnLhx4AQSB8SdK0hc+AMc+hMQxyL10gPjsekjUeK1vJ4dzzczu7O7lpIiCBk7Gstduapduz5+I3/z1u07E4XJu6uB1/ZtXrc96fkNywy4FC6vhyKUvKF8bjqW5GtW62X8f63D/UB47quwq/iGY+64YlvYZogqo/Ck3DHk9D6+ u4bcrFZelJtcBUJ67tMqm9bZ5mzcRXq1VzEKJTbDqBUHBT0VSrVHQG3Rm8zNQRO2wAMb2uAABxdClCWYEOCzDjowUKjbgAh1PkqC/nPoQR7ZNlpxtDBR28J+B0frqdbFcewzINrGKBJfH8kiTLFf7DM7Zj/ZF/abnQ71FZGPOJcufq2E5cqYeHN/5SSTcvAbwu45N TLnELbhGeUqMHdFmngWdsJ3Dt8drzxfnooes4/sD+b/gR2xHzgDt/PX/rTEl9+PyMfCXIavWISROc7QRSuV2rmo2adVc2geLtYpomoJ9NC7ICuqVxelEPvz2gzz4EOH+FiO8ypSTUYzBymTEBGOs4i9vhh7mcQWPkmMeN0PsI9IM5qqDzD1TKbVN5tWJqH6CJVJzPc R85nEIeovM+yM8WknDnLNs/z+n04Td8DoOPG5vBgl0Vi0i7LixdaSrDntNJfuDUH+ysR5qW2UenBwT/agQn7zeEPp/ffRoLBandFRXpot1RaSqwrG4QE8xAg6zEENFmARq2zDW/gK3+C7VtUamqGZiWluLGXuwaWmvf4Hwr45ug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oq/4JPrrae+HHJdz8BuSLlBIW2A=">AAAFsHichZRLb9NAEICnAUMJj6ZwQeISEYoSVJV1VKkICSk qlx77IG2kprVsd9suWdtb20mbWvkDnLhx4AQSB8SdK0hc+AMc+hMQxyL10gPjsekjUeK1vJ4dzzczu7O7lpIiCBk7Gstduapduz5+I3/z1u07E4XJu6uB1/ZtXrc96fkNywy4FC6vhyKUvKF8bjqW5GtW62X8f63D/UB47quwq/iGY+64YlvYZogqo/Ck3DHk9D6+ u4bcrFZelJtcBUJ67tMqm9bZ5mzcRXq1VzEKJTbDqBUHBT0VSrVHQG3Rm8zNQRO2wAMb2uAABxdClCWYEOCzDjowUKjbgAh1PkqC/nPoQR7ZNlpxtDBR28J+B0frqdbFcewzINrGKBJfH8kiTLFf7DM7Zj/ZF/abnQ71FZGPOJcufq2E5cqYeHN/5SSTcvAbwu45N TLnELbhGeUqMHdFmngWdsJ3Dt8drzxfnooes4/sD+b/gR2xHzgDt/PX/rTEl9+PyMfCXIavWISROc7QRSuV2rmo2adVc2geLtYpomoJ9NC7ICuqVxelEPvz2gzz4EOH+FiO8ypSTUYzBymTEBGOs4i9vhh7mcQWPkmMeN0PsI9IM5qqDzD1TKbVN5tWJqH6CJVJzPc R85nEIeovM+yM8WknDnLNs/z+n04Td8DoOPG5vBgl0Vi0i7LixdaSrDntNJfuDUH+ysR5qW2UenBwT/agQn7zeEPp/ffRoLBandFRXpot1RaSqwrG4QE8xAg6zEENFmARq2zDW/gK3+C7VtUamqGZiWluLGXuwaWmvf4Hwr45ug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oq/4JPrrae+HHJdz8BuSLlBIW2A=">AAAFsHichZRLb9NAEICnAUMJj6ZwQeISEYoSVJV1VKkICSk qlx77IG2kprVsd9suWdtb20mbWvkDnLhx4AQSB8SdK0hc+AMc+hMQxyL10gPjsekjUeK1vJ4dzzczu7O7lpIiCBk7Gstduapduz5+I3/z1u07E4XJu6uB1/ZtXrc96fkNywy4FC6vhyKUvKF8bjqW5GtW62X8f63D/UB47quwq/iGY+64YlvYZogqo/Ck3DHk9D6+ u4bcrFZelJtcBUJ67tMqm9bZ5mzcRXq1VzEKJTbDqBUHBT0VSrVHQG3Rm8zNQRO2wAMb2uAABxdClCWYEOCzDjowUKjbgAh1PkqC/nPoQR7ZNlpxtDBR28J+B0frqdbFcewzINrGKBJfH8kiTLFf7DM7Zj/ZF/abnQ71FZGPOJcufq2E5cqYeHN/5SSTcvAbwu45N TLnELbhGeUqMHdFmngWdsJ3Dt8drzxfnooes4/sD+b/gR2xHzgDt/PX/rTEl9+PyMfCXIavWISROc7QRSuV2rmo2adVc2geLtYpomoJ9NC7ICuqVxelEPvz2gzz4EOH+FiO8ypSTUYzBymTEBGOs4i9vhh7mcQWPkmMeN0PsI9IM5qqDzD1TKbVN5tWJqH6CJVJzPc R85nEIeovM+yM8WknDnLNs/z+n04Td8DoOPG5vBgl0Vi0i7LixdaSrDntNJfuDUH+ysR5qW2UenBwT/agQn7zeEPp/ffRoLBandFRXpot1RaSqwrG4QE8xAg6zEENFmARq2zDW/gK3+C7VtUamqGZiWluLGXuwaWmvf4Hwr45ug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OibZFmy5QnwWrGzkHt1Gc74XQPQ=">AAAFsHichZRLb9NAEICnAUMJj6ZwQeISERUlqGrXVqUiJKS qXHrsg7SRmtay3W27ZL3e2o7b1Mof4MSNAyeQOCDuXEHiwh/g0J+AOBaJCwfGa9OHo8RreT07nm9mdmd3bclZEBJyMla6clW7dn38Rvnmrdt3JiqTd9cDr+s7tOl43PNbthVQzgRthizktCV9ark2pxt253nyfyOifsA88SLsSbrlWnuC7TLHClFlVh7XI5NPH+K7 b/Jto/Gs3qYyYNwTswaZ1sn2XNLFutFvmJUamSGqVQcFPRNqkLVlb7I0D23YAQ8c6IILFASEKHOwIMBnE3QgIFG3BTHqfJSY+k+hD2Vku2hF0cJCbQf7PRxtZlqB48RnoGgHo3B8fSSrMEV+kI/klHwnn8hP8neor1j5SHLp4ddOWSrNiVf31/4UUi5+Q9g/p0bmH MIuPFG5MsxdKk0yCyflo+M3p2tPV6fiR+Q9+YX5vyMn5BvOQES/nQ8rdPXtiHxszGX4isUYmeIMBVrJzE6g5lCtmqvmIbBOsaoWQw/9C7JU9eqhFGJ/XpthHnyIFJ/ISV5VVZPRzFHGpESM4yLiIBfjoJDYwSeNkaz7Efax0oymmgNMs5Dp5GbTKSRkjpCFxGKOWCw kjlF/mSFnjK924iDXPsvv/+m0cAeMjpOcy4tRUo2tdlFRvMSaK2uqdppQ9wZT/uqK8zLbOPPg4p7sQ0P5LeMNpefvo0Fh3ZjRUV6Zqy0sZXfVODyAhxhBh3lYgCVYxio78Bo+wxf4qhlaSzM1KzUtjWXMPbjUtJf/ANGAOVY=</latexit>
(vl, wl, h
2
l ) = (✏/20, 10
4, 106)
<latexit sha1_base64="5E/Ci6rpjlW1cGRUFgi7EvlchI8 =">AAAFrXichZRLb9NAEICnBUMJj6ZwQeISURUSqWrXEWoRUqWqXHrsg7SVmiay3W26ynq9tZ20qZU/gMSZAxdA4oA4coUTF/ 4Ah/4ExLFIXDgwHps+EiVey+vZ8Xwzszu7a2spgpCxk5HRK1eNa9fHbuRu3rp9Zzw/cXcj8Fq+wyuOJz1/y7YCLoXilVCEkm 9pn1uuLfmm3Xwe/99scz8QnnoRdjTfca2GEnvCsUJU1fOPi+26nD7Ed78ua+XSQrHKdSCkp2bLbNpktSdxN1eq5yfZDKNW6Bf MVJhcnFvQbwFgxZsYnYcq7IIHDrTABQ4KQpQlWBDgsw0mMNCo24EIdT5Kgv5z6EIO2RZacbSwUNvEvoGj7VSrcBz7DIh2MIrE 10eyAFPsB/vITtl39on9ZH8H+orIR5xLB792wnJdH395f/1PJuXiN4T9c2poziHswVPKVWDumjTxLJyEbx+/Pl1/tjYVPWLv 2S/M/x07Yd9wBqr92/mwytfeDMnHxlwGr1iEkTnOUKGVTu0Uag5p1Vyah8I6RVQtgR66F2RN9eqgFGJ/XptBHnxoEx/LcV4Fq slw5ihlEiLCcRZx0BPjIJPYxSeJEa/7EfYRaYZTlT6mksk0e2bTzCR0D6EziaUeYimTOEb9ZYadMT7txH6uepbf/9Np4Q4YHi c+lxejJBqbdlFWvNhakjWnnabo3hDkr0icl9pGqQcX92QXSuQ3hzeU2Xsf9Qsb5RkT5VW8qpYhaWPwAB5iBBPmYRGWYQWr7M Ar+Axf4Ksxa1SMqlFLTEdHUuYeXGpG4x8QEDnS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IlZoqif/+hXHvfU35IXV4ZvlaSg =">AAAFrXichZRLb9NAEICnKaYlPJrCBYlLRFVIpKpdR6itkCJV5dJjH6St1DSW7W7TVdbrre24Ta38ASTOHDgB4oA4coUTF/ 4AQv0JiGORuHBgvDZ9JEq8ltez4/lmZnd215Kc+QEhpyO50Wva9bHxG/mbt27fmShM3t303bZn05rtctfbtkyfciZoLWABp9 vSo6ZjcbpltZ7F/7dC6vnMFc+DjqS7jtkUbJ/ZZoAqo/C4FBp85gjfA4M3KuVqqU6lz7gr5ipkRieNJ3E3XzYKU2SWqFbsF/R UmFqar8p3P/LVVXcytwB12AMXbGiDAxQEBChzMMHHZwd0ICBRtwsR6jyUmPpPoQt5ZNtoRdHCRG0L+yaOdlKtwHHs01e0jVE4 vh6SRZgm38kHcka+kY/kJ/k70FekfMS5dPBrJSyVxsSL+xt/MikHvwEcXFBDcw5gHxZVrgxzl0oTz8JO+PDk1dnG0/Xp6BF5 S35h/m/IKfmKMxDhb/v9Gl1/PSQfC3MZvGIRRqY4Q4FWMrUTqDlSq+aoeQisU6SqxdBD95IsVb06KAXYX9RmkAcPQsXHcpxXU dVkOHOcMgkR4TiLOOyJcZhJ7OGTxIjX/Rj7SGmGU7U+ppbJtHpm08okZA8hM4nlHmI5kzhB/VWGnDOe2on9XP08v/+n08QdMD xOfC4vR0k0ltpFWfFia66sqdppQt0bTPkrKc5NbaPUg4N7sgtl5TePN5Teex/1C5uVWR3lNbyqViBp4/AAHmIEHRZgCVZgFa tsw0v4BJ/hizan1bS61khMcyMpcw+uNK35D6dOOvM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IlZoqif/+hXHvfU35IXV4ZvlaSg =">AAAFrXichZRLb9NAEICnKaYlPJrCBYlLRFVIpKpdR6itkCJV5dJjH6St1DSW7W7TVdbrre24Ta38ASTOHDgB4oA4coUTF/ 4AQv0JiGORuHBgvDZ9JEq8ltez4/lmZnd215Kc+QEhpyO50Wva9bHxG/mbt27fmShM3t303bZn05rtctfbtkyfciZoLWABp9 vSo6ZjcbpltZ7F/7dC6vnMFc+DjqS7jtkUbJ/ZZoAqo/C4FBp85gjfA4M3KuVqqU6lz7gr5ipkRieNJ3E3XzYKU2SWqFbsF/R UmFqar8p3P/LVVXcytwB12AMXbGiDAxQEBChzMMHHZwd0ICBRtwsR6jyUmPpPoQt5ZNtoRdHCRG0L+yaOdlKtwHHs01e0jVE4 vh6SRZgm38kHcka+kY/kJ/k70FekfMS5dPBrJSyVxsSL+xt/MikHvwEcXFBDcw5gHxZVrgxzl0oTz8JO+PDk1dnG0/Xp6BF5 S35h/m/IKfmKMxDhb/v9Gl1/PSQfC3MZvGIRRqY4Q4FWMrUTqDlSq+aoeQisU6SqxdBD95IsVb06KAXYX9RmkAcPQsXHcpxXU dVkOHOcMgkR4TiLOOyJcZhJ7OGTxIjX/Rj7SGmGU7U+ppbJtHpm08okZA8hM4nlHmI5kzhB/VWGnDOe2on9XP08v/+n08QdMD xOfC4vR0k0ltpFWfFia66sqdppQt0bTPkrKc5NbaPUg4N7sgtl5TePN5Teex/1C5uVWR3lNbyqViBp4/AAHmIEHRZgCVZgFa tsw0v4BJ/hizan1bS61khMcyMpcw+uNK35D6dOOvM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8cadPy6Umc8aV4KE8NwQtcnKw9I =">AAAFrXichZRLb9NAEICnAdMSHk3hgsQlIiokUtWuI0QRElJVLj32QdpKTRvZ7jZdZb3e2k7a1MofQOLMgRNIHBBHrnDiwh /g0J+AOBaJCwfGY9NHosRreT07nm9mdmd3bS1FEDJ2Mpa7ctW4Nj5xPX/j5q3bk4WpO+uB1/YdXnM86fmbthVwKRSvhSKUfF P73HJtyTfs1ov4/0aH+4Hw1Muwq/m2azWV2BOOFaKqUXhU7jTkzCG++w25U608L9e5DoT01FyVzZhs53HcPak0CiU2y6gVBwU zFUqQtmVvKjcPddgFDxxogwscFIQoS7AgwGcLTGCgUbcNEep8lAT959CDPLJttOJoYaG2hX0TR1upVuE49hkQ7WAUia+PZBGm 2Q/2kZ2y7+wT+8n+DvUVkY84ly5+7YTlujH56t7an0zKxW8I++fUyJxD2IOnlKvA3DVp4lk4Cd85fnO69mx1OnrI3rNfmP87 dsK+4QxU57fzYYWvvh2Rj425DF+xCCNznKFCK53aKdQc0qq5NA+FdYqoWgI99C7ImurVRSnE/rw2wzz40CE+luO8ilST0cxRy iREhOMs4qAvxkEmsYtPEiNe9yPsI9KMpmoDTC2TafXNppVJ6D5CZxKLfcRiJnGM+ssMO2N82omDXP0sv/+n08IdMDpOfC4vRk k0Nu2irHixtSRrTjtN0b0hyF+ZOC+1jVIPLu7JHlTIbx5vKLP/PhoU1quzJsorrLSwlN5VE3AfHmAEE+ZhAZZgGavswGv4DF /gqzFn1Iy6sZOY5sZS5i5cakbzH1FeOA8=</latexit>
Figure 4. RG flows of the parameters f and w5 ( = 1) with fixed values of w and h
2 in the cases
(a) w  h2  1, (b) h2  w  1, and (c) w ∼ h2. These figures show the existence of the fixed
points (iii) and (iv), and the flow to their intermediate values.
On the other hand, the fixed point (iv) has the dynamic critical exponent z = 2. This
exponent is the same as that of model A up to O(), which is the dynamic universality
class determined only by non-conserved order parameters. Here, the internal-momentum
loop dominated by the CMW (the wavy lines in Fig. 7) is suppressed near the fixed point
(iv), so that not only n but also n5 do not affect the dynamic universality class. Actually,
one can confirm that the factors X and wX ′ stemming from Fig. 7 vanish.
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Figure 5. RG flow of the parameters w and h with fixed values of f and w5 ( = 1).
In summary, we find that the dynamic universality class in the presence of the CME,
corresponding to the stable fixed point (iv), is that of model A (see table 1). Strictly
speaking, there is a small parameter region that leads to model E, even B 6= 0 and C 6= 0.
Nevertheless, such a region is small compared to the region that leads to model A. We note
that the dynamic universality class in table 1 remains unchanged even when the isospin
chemical potential µ is absent.19
4.3.2 Critical attenuation
As a result of the static critical behavior, eq. (4.22), we find the critical attenuation of
the CMW: when the second-order chiral phase transition is approached, the speed of the
CMW tends to zero as
v2CMW ≡
C2B2
χχ5
∼ ξ−αν , (4.59)
where vCMW is the speed of the CMW [11] and the ratio α/ν is given by (4.23). This
phenomenon is analogous to the critical attenuation of the speed of (first) sounds near
the critical point associated with the liquid-gas phase transition [31] and the superfluid
transition of liquid 4He [32].
5 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we have studied the critical dynamics near the second-order chiral phase
transition in massless two-flavor QCD under an external magnetic field. Our main results
are summarized in table 1. We also found the critical attenuation of the CMW analogous to
that of the (first) sound waves in the liquid-gas phase transition and superfluid transition.
19One can easily confirm the dynamic universality class at µ = 0 from the recursion relations which are
obtained by setting v = 0 in eqs. (4.46)–(4.49).
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We now discuss the similarity of the critical attenuation between the CMW and the
sound wave of the compressive fluids near the liquid-gas critical point. Let us first recall
the critical attenuation of sounds near the critical point associated with the liquid-gas
phase transition where the order parameter ψ is a linear combination of the energy density
ε and the mass density ρ. In this case, the speed of sound, cs, is attenuated with the
correlation-length dependence [31],
c2s ≡
(
∂P
∂ρ
)
S
=
T
(
∂P
∂T
)2
ρ
ρ2CV
(
1− CV
CP
) ∼ ξ−αν , (5.1)
where P and S are the pressure and total entropy per unit mass of the fluids, respectively.
We used thermodynamic relations and the fact that the specific heat with constant volume
CV ≡ T (∂S/∂T )ρ, and that with constant pressure CP ≡ T (∂S/∂T )P , diverge near the
critical point as CV ∼ ξ αν and CP ∼ ξ
γ
ν , respectively. Here, the critical exponents ν, α, and
γ defined by eq. (4.22) and ψ ∼ τγ are determined by the static universality class of the 3D
Ising model, α ≈ 0.1, ν ≈ 0.6, γ ≈ 1.2. To obtain the last expression of eq. (5.1), we used
the approximation CV /CP  1 near the critical point. Remarkably, eq. (5.1) takes exactly
the same form as that of CMW which we obtained in eq. (4.59), although the values of α
and ν themselves are different.
Although we have ignored the energy-momentum tensor in this paper, it is crucial to
include the motion of plasmas to investigate whether the CVE affects the dynamic critical
phenomena in QCD. In this context, it is interesting to clarify whether the CVE coefficient
does receive renormalization or not at the second-order chiral phase transition.20 Moreover,
it would be interesting to study the case with dynamical electromagnetic fields, where the
so-called chiral plasma instability [48] might affect the critical dynamics of QCD.
To make our analysis more realistic, one needs to extend it to the case with finite
quark masses where the QCD critical point is expected to appear in the T -µB plane. Since
non-linear fluctuations are suppressed in the presence of the CME, the CMW carried by the
isospin densities can possibly affect the critical dynamics in realistic heavy-ion collisions,
where pi0 as well as the Poisson bracket (3.9) needs to be taken into account. Furthermore,
if the critical attenuation of the CMW persists even in QCD with finite quark masses, it
would provide another possible signature of the QCD critical point in heavy-ion collision
experiments.
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A Chiral symmetry and susceptibilities χ and χ5
The isospin and axial isospin susceptibilities defined in eq. (3.5) can be decomposed as
χab =
∂nR,a
∂µbR
+
∂nL,a
∂µbL
+
∂nR,a
∂µbL
+
∂nL,a
∂µbR
, (A.1)
χ5,ab =
∂nR,a
∂µbR
+
∂nL,a
∂µbL
− ∂nR,a
∂µbL
− ∂nL,a
∂µbR
. (A.2)
Hence, when the chirality-mixing terms vanish, ∂nR,a/∂µ
b
L = ∂nL,a/∂µ
b
R = 0, it follows
that χab = χ5,ab.
Let us first consider the case with B = 0. When µ = µ5 = 0 (as considered
in ref. [23]) or µ = µ5 6= 0, the system respects chiral symmetry SU(2)L × SU(2)R or
SU(2)L × U(1)3V+A, respectively (see table 2). Because both ∂nR,a/∂µbL = 〈nR,anL,b〉 and
∂nL,a/∂µ
b
R = 〈nL,anR,b〉 are not invariant under these non-Abelian chiral transformations,
such mixing terms vanish, and, as a result, we have χab = χ5,ab. On the other hand, when
B 6= 0, the system respects the Abelian symmetry G alone (see table 2). As 〈nR,anL,b〉
and 〈nL,anR,b〉 are invariant under the subgroup G, the symmetry provides no constraint
on ∂nR,a/∂µ
b
L and ∂nL,a/∂µ
b
R, and hence, we have generally χab 6= χ5,ab. This justifies the
reason why we set χ and χ5 as independent parameters in eq. (3.4).
B Jacobian
In this appendix, we show that, if one keeps the Jacobian J ≡ det (∂t − δF/δψ) in
eq. (3.16), it cancels the diagrams with the so-called closed response loops [43] that arise
by the contractions of internal ψ˜M and ψN . Since we are considering Gaussian white
noises, non-linear interactions can be derived only from the term proportional to ψ˜NFN in
eq. (3.18). This term produces the same diagrams containing closed response loops as the
diagrams produced by the following effective interaction,
−
〈
ψ˜NψM
〉
free
δFN
δψM
∝ −θ(0)δFN
δψN
. (B.1)
This is obtained by writing −ψ˜NFN = −ψ˜NψMδFN/δψM and replacing ψ˜NψM by the
closed response loop between ψ˜N and ψM . To obtain the right-hand side of eq. (B.1),
we have also used
〈
ψ˜N (t)ψM (t
′)
〉
free
∝ θ(t − t′). On the other hand, one can write the
Jacobian into the following form:
J ∝ exp ln det
[
1−
(
∂
∂t
)−1 δFN
δψM
]
= exp
{
−tr
∞∑
n=1
[(
∂
∂t
)−1 δFN
δψM
]n}
= exp
[
−θ(0)δFN
δψN
]
.
(B.2)
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Here, we have omitted a factor independent of the fields and used ∂θ(t−t′)/∂t = δ(t−t′) to
obtain the inverse operator of time derivative. It can be readily checked that contributions
for n ≥ 2 in the summation vanish. Then, one finds that the effective action stemming
from the functional determinant (B.2) cancels the effective interaction (B.1).
C Calculation of the self-energies and the vertex function
In this appendix, we evaluate the self-energies of the order parameter, Σαβ(k, ω), and those
of the conserved charge densities, Πij(k, ω), to the first order of , namely at the one-loop
level. From these expressions, we compute their derivatives with respect to ω, k or k2 that
are used in eqs. (4.26)–(4.31), (4.33), and (4.34). Then we derive eqs. (4.37)–(4.40). We
also evaluate the three-point vertex function used in eq. (4.32) at the one-loop level, and
derive eq. (4.41).
C.1 Self-energy Π
Let us begin with Πij(k, ω), whose diagram is given by figure ??,
Πij(k, ω) =
∫
dω′
2pi
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
V 0i;αβ(k,p)G
0(k − p, ω − ω′)|G0(p, ω′)|22ΓV 0β;αj
=
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
Fij
{−iω + Γ[r + (k − p)2] + Γ(r + p2)}(r + p2) , (C.1)
where we defined Fij as the components of the following matrix:
F ≡
(
8γ2Γλk2 0
8iγ2CΓB · k −2g2[(k − p)2 − p2]/χ5
)
. (C.2)
k ω
k ω −p − ω′
p ω′
k − p
ω − ω′
β
α
αi
j
Figure 6. Diagram for Πij at one-loop level
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γ
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k ω β
k ω α −p − ω′
p ω′
k − p
ω − ω′
i
l
γ
j
k
(b)
Figure 7. Diagrams for Σαβ at one-loop level
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From this expression, we obtain,
i
∂Π21(k, 0)
∂k
∣∣∣∣
k→0
= −4γ2CB
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(
1
p4
+O()
)
= −γ
2CBΛ−
2pi2
ln b, (C.3)
1
2
∂2Π11(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
= 4γ2λ
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(
1
p4
+O()
)
=
γ2λΛ−
2pi2
ln b, (C.4)
where we carried out the integral over p in the shell Λ/b < |p| < Λ using the standard
formula in the dimensional regularization:∫
ddp
(2pi)d
1
p4
=
Λ−
8pi2
ln b. (C.5)
We also have
1
2
∂2Π22(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
=
g2
χ5Γ
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(
cos 2θ
p4
+O()
)
= − g
2Λ−
16pi2χ5Γ
ln b, (C.6)
where we parameterized p in the limit of d→ 4 by
p1 = p cos θ, p2 = p sin θ cosφ, p3 = p sin θ sinφ cosϕ, p4 = p sin θ sinφ sinϕ (C.7)
with k = (1, 0, 0, 0) and used ∫
ddp
(2pi)d
cos 2θ
p4
= − Λ
−
16pi2
ln b . (C.8)
Because Πij(0, ω) = 0, eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) reduce to
c˜ = d− c, c˜5 = d− c5. (C.9)
Furthermore, by using eqs. (C.3), (C.4), (C.6), and (C.9), eqs. (4.28)–(4.31) provide the
following recursion relations:
λl+1
χl+1
= bz−2
λl
χl
(1− 4vl ln b) , (C.10)
(λ5)l+1
(χ5)l+1
= bz−2
(λ5)l
(χ5)l
(
1 +
fl
2
ln b
)
, (C.11)
Cl+1
χl+1
= bz+c5−c−1
Cl
χl
(1− 4vl ln b) , (C.12)
Cl+1
(χ5)l+1
= bz+c−c5−1
Cl
(χ5)l
. (C.13)
Then, we can derive eqs. (4.38)–(4.40) by using eqs. (4.10), (4.11), and (C.10)–(C.12).
C.2 Self-energy Σ
Next, let us evaluate the self-energy Σαβ(k, ω), whose diagrams are shown in figure 7,
Σαβ(k, ω) = Σ
(a)
αβ (k, ω) + Σ
(b)
αβ(k, ω), (C.14)
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where Σ(a) and Σ(b) correspond to figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. Their diagonal
components used in eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) are given by
Σ(a)αα(k, ω) =
∫
dω′
2pi
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
V 0α;γiD
0
ij(k − p, ω − ω′)|G0(p, ω′)|22ΓVj;γα(k − p,−p)
= 4γ2Γ
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
λ(k − p)2[−iω + Γ(r + p)2 + λ5(k − p)2/χ5] + C2[B · (k − p)]2/χ5
(r + p2) det[D0(k − p, ω + iΓ(r + p2))]−1
+
g2
χ5
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(p2 − k2)[−iω + Γ(r + p)2 + λ(k − p)2/χ]
(r + p2) det[D0(k − p, ω + iΓ(r + p2))]−1 , (C.15)
Σ(b)αα(k, ω) =
∫
dω′
2pi
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
V 0α;γiG
0(k − p, ω − ω′)B0ij(p, ω′)Vγ;αj
= 8γ2Γ2
∫
dω′
2pi
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
λp2(ω′2 + κ5p2) + λ5(CB · p)2/χ25
|det[D0(p, ω′)]−1|2{−i(ω − ω′) + Γ[r + (k − p)2]}
− 2g
2
χ25
∫
dω′
2pi
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
λ5p
2(ω′2 + κp2) + λ(CB · p)2/χ2
| det[D0(p, ω′)]−1|2{−i(ω − ω′) + Γ[r + (k − p)2]} .
(C.16)
Note that we do not take a sum over α here.
The integral over ω′ in eq. (C.16) can be performed by closing contour below and
picking up the poles on a lower half plane,
det[D0(p, ω′)]−1 =
[−iω′ + κ+p2 + iΩ(p)] [−iω′ + κ+p2 − iΩ(p)] = 0, (C.17)
where we defined
Ω(p) ≡
√
(CB · p)2
χχ5
− κ2−p4, κ± ≡
1
2
(
λ
χ
± λ5
χ5
)
. (C.18)
The result of the contour integral is given by
Σ(b)αα(k, ω) = −2γ2Γ2
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(−λκ−p4 + (CB · p)2/χ5
iΩ(p)
K−(p,k)− λp2K+(p,k)
)
+
g2
2χ25
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(
λ5κ−p4 + (CB · p)2/χ
iΩ(p)
K−(p,k)− λ5p2K+(p,k)
)
, (C.19)
where we introduced
K±(p,k) ≡ 1
[κ+p2 + iΩ(p)][−iω + ∆+(p,k) + iΩ(p)] ±
1
[κ+p2 − iΩ(p)][−iω + ∆+(p,k)− iΩ(p)] ,
(C.20)
∆+(p,k) ≡ Γ[r + (k − p)2] + κ+p2. (C.21)
Using an identity,
det[D0(p, ω + iΓ[r + (k − p)2])]−1 = [−iω + ∆+(p,k)]2 + Ω(p)2, (C.22)
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together with some straightforward calculations, we obtain
Σ(b)αα(k, ω) = 4γ
2χΓ2
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
−iω + λ5p2/χ5 + Γ[r + (k − p)2]
det[D0(p, ω + iΓ[r + (k − p)2])]−1
− g
2
χ5
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
−iω + λp2/χ+ Γ[r + (k − p)2]
det[D0(p, ω + iΓ[r + (k − p)2])]−1 . (C.23)
Combining eqs. (C.15) and (C.23), we find
Σαα(k, ω) = 4γ
2χΓ
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
Θ(p,k, 0)Θ5(p,k, ω) + [CB · (k − p)]2/(χχ5)
(r + p2)[Θ(p,k, ω)Θ5(p,k, ω) + (CB · p)2/(χχ5)]
− g
2
χ5
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(r + k2)Θ(p,k, ω)
(r + p2)[Θ(p,k, ω)Θ5(p,k, ω) + (CB · p)2/(χχ5)] , (C.24)
where Θ(p,k, ω) and Θ5(p,k, ω) are defined by
Θ(p,k, ω) ≡ −iω + Γ(r + p2) + λ(k − p)2/χ, (C.25)
Θ5(p,k, ω) ≡ −iω + Γ(r + p2) + λ5(k − p)2/χ5. (C.26)
Note that Σ11 = Σ22 and the first term on the right-hand side of eq. (C.24) is independent
of k when ω = 0. From the expression (C.24), we obtain
1
2
∂2Σαα(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
= − g
2
χ5
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
(
Θ(p,0, 0)
(r + p2)[Θ(p,0, 0)Θ5(p,0, 0) + (CB · p)2/(χχ5)] +O()
)
,
(C.27)
i
∂Σαα(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
= −4γ2χΓ
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
Θ5(p,0, 0)
(r + p2){Θ(p,0, 0)Θ5(p,0, 0) + (CB · p)2/(χχ5)}
+
g2
χ5
∫
ddp
(2pi)d
r[Θ2(p,0, 0)− (CB · p)2/(χχ5)2]
(r + p2)[Θ(p,0, 0)Θ5(p,0, 0) + (CB · p)2/(χχ5)2]2 .
(C.28)
The O() terms in eq. (C.27) proportional to r are irrelevant for the following discussion.
Let us carry out the integral over p in the shell Λ/b < |p| < Λ. Setting B = (1, 0, 0, 0) and
using the parameterization (C.7), we obtain
1
2Γ
∂2Σαα(k, 0)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
k→0
= − 2f√
(1 + w)(1 + w5) + h2 +
√
(1 + w)(1 + w5)
√
1 + w
1 + w5
ln b.
(C.29)
where w, w5, h, f are defined in eq. (4.35). Here, we have carried out the integral over θ
by using the following formula (with a being a real constant):∫ pi
0
dθ
sin2 θ
a2 + cos2 θ
=
pi
a(
√
a2 + 1 + a2)
. (C.30)
To the leading order of , we can ignore the term proportional to r on the right-hand side
of (C.28). Then, by comparing eqs. (C.27) and (C.28), we can rewrite eq. (C.28) as
i
∂Σαα(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
= − 8vw√
(1 + w)(1 + w5) + h2 +
√
(1 + w)(1 + w5)
√
1 + w5
1 + w
ln b, (C.31)
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Figure 8. Diagrams for Vα;βi at one-loop level
where v is defined in eq. (4.13). Using eqs. (C.29) and (C.31), eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) become
Γl+1 = Γl (1 + flXl ln b) b
d+z−a˜−a−2, (C.32)
1 =
(
1 + 4vlwlX
′
l ln b
)
bd−a˜−a, (C.33)
respectively, where X and X ′ are defined in eq. (4.36). By substituting eq. (C.33) into
eq. (C.32), we finally arrive at eq. (4.37).
C.3 Vertex function V
The lowest-order diagrams for Vα;βi are depicted in figure 8. We find that these diagrams
with α 6= β and i = 2 satisfy the following identity in the limit k1,k2 → 0 and ω1, ω2 → 0:
Vα;β2(0,0, 0, 0) = −igεαβ
χ5
∂Σγγ(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
. (C.34)
Note that the contribution from figure 8(d) vanishes as long as α 6= β. By substituting
eqs. (C.34), (4.11), and (4.27) into eq. (4.32), we obtain eq. (4.41).
We can derive eq. (C.34) as a consequence of the Ward-Takahashi identity as fol-
lows. Our derivation is similar to that of ref. [49] (see its section III. A), where the
Ward-Takahashi identity for O(N) symmetric systems is derived. We shall begin with
the following generating functional,
Z[˜, j, µ˜5, µ5] ≡
〈
exp
∫
dt
∫
dr
(
˜αφ˜α + jαφα + µ˜5n˜5 + µ5n5
)〉
. (C.35)
Here, ˜α, jα, µ˜5, and µ5 are the external fields of φ˜α, φα, n˜5 and n5, respectively. We define
Φ˜α ≡ δ lnZ
δ˜α
, Φα ≡ δ lnZ
δjα
, N˜5 ≡ δ lnZ
δµ˜5
, N5 ≡ δ lnZ
δµ5
, (C.36)
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which reduce to the expectation values of φ˜α, φα, n˜5 and n5, respectively, when the exter-
nal fields are set to zero. We also define the following effective actions by the Legendre
transformations of eq. (C.36):
W [Φ˜,Φ, µ˜5, µ5] ≡ − lnZ[˜, j, µ˜5, µ5] +
∫
dt
∫
dr
(
˜αΦ˜α + jαΦα
)
, (C.37)
Γ[Φ˜,Φ, N˜5, N5] ≡W [Φ˜,Φ, µ˜5, µ5] +
∫
dt
∫
dr
(
µ˜5N˜5 + µ5N5
)
. (C.38)
One can show the following identities which will be used later (see, e.g., section 4. 4 of
ref. [43] for the derivations):
δW
δΦα
=
δΓ
δΦα
= jα,
δΓ
δN5
= µ5, (C.39)
δ2Γ
δΦ˜α(k, ω)δΦβ(k, ω)
= G−1αβ(−k,−ω), (C.40)
δ2Γ
δΦαδΦβ
=
δ2Γ
δΦαδN5
= 0, (C.41)
δ3Γ
δN5δΦ˜αδΦβ
= Vα;β2. (C.42)
Here, note that Vα;β2 in eq. (C.42) satisfies eq. (3.34).
We use the condition that W [Φ˜,Φ, µ˜5, µ5] is invariant under the U(1)
3
A transformation.
Note that W [Φ˜,Φ, µ˜5, µ5] is a functional of µ5, and changing µ5 corresponds to the U(1)
3
A
transformation, because n5 is its generator. Suppose we turn on a variation of µ5 at t = 0,
δµ5 = ϑµ5 with ϑ being a small parameter, so that the following contribution is added to
the free energy (3.4):
δF =
∫
dr n5δµ5. (C.43)
Then, by using eq. (3.1), an infinitesimal U(1)3A transformation can be written as
δΦα = g
∫ t
0
dt′εαβΦβδµ5 = ϑgεαβΦβµ5t. (C.44)
By applying eq. (C.44) to W [Φ˜,Φ, µ˜5, µ5], we obtain its variation as
δW = ϑ
∫
dt
∫
dr µ5
[
δW
δµ5
+ gεαβt
δW
δΦα
Φβ
]
(C.45)
= ϑ
∫
dt
∫
dr
δΓ
δN5
[
N5 + gεαβt
δΓ
δΦα
Φβ
]
, (C.46)
where we have used eq. (C.39). Therefore, invariance of W [Φ˜,Φ, µ˜5, µ5] leads to
δΓ
δN5
[
N5 + gεαβt
δΓ
δΦα
Φβ
]
= 0. (C.47)
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By taking a variation of this equation with respect to Φ˜α and Φβ, we obtain
δ3Γ
δN5δΦ˜αδΦβ
N5 = −gεγβt
(
µ5
δ2Γ
δΦ˜αδΦγ
+ jγ
δ2Γ
δN5δΦ˜α
)
, (C.48)
where we have used eqs. (C.39) and (C.41). Then, we take the functional derivative of
eq. (C.48) with respect to µ5 and set all the external fields to zero, yielding the following
result in the frequency space,
δ3Γ
δN5δΦ˜αδΦβ
= −igεγβ
χ5
∂
∂ω
δ2Γ
δΦ˜αδΦγ
∣∣∣∣∣
ω→0
=
gεγβ
χ5
(
1− i ∂Σαγ(0, ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω→0
)
. (C.49)
Here, we have used χ5 = δN5/δµ5 and eqs. (C.40) and (3.32). By using eqs. (C.42), (3.31)
and (3.34), we finally arrive at eq. (C.34) when α 6= β. Note here that one can write
εγβΣαγ = εαβΣ11 (for α 6= β) by using Σ11 = Σ22, which can be shown from eq. (C.24).
D Crossover phenomena between different dynamic universality classes
In this appendix, we discuss the crossover phenomena of the critical behaviors as functions
of the relevant parameters between the fixed points (iii) and (iv) (or (i) and (iv)) considered
in section 4.2.2.
We first show that the parameter region that leads to the fixed point (iv) under RG
is much larger than (iii) within the linear-stability analysis around the fixed point (i). Let
us look at the full propagator of the conserved fields, Dij = D¯ij(w, h) as a function of two
relevant parameters w and h, which is transformed under the rescaling as
D¯ij(w, h) ∼ D¯ij(lyww, lyhh). (D.1)
Here, we assume that w and h are scaled by the eigenvalues yw ≡ 7/10, yh ≡ 1 − /4
obtained in eq. (4.58), and we omit the overall factor. When the RG flow approaches
l ∼ h−1/yh , D¯ij becomes a function of wh−ϕ with ϕ ≡ yw/yh being the crossover exponent,
and it behaves differently depending on whether wh−ϕ  1 or wh−ϕ  1: in the former
region, we see the behavior of the fixed point (iii); in the latter region, we see the behavior of
the fixed point (iv). Since ϕ = O() and w  1 near the fixed point (i), the latter parameter
region is much larger than the former. These two regions should be continuously connected,
because the right-hand side of the original RG equations (4.46)–(4.49) are smooth functions
of all the parameters, unless w and h are simultaneously infinity.
In addition, by considering the initial parameter region with w  1, we also find the
crossover between the fixed points (i) and (iv) depending on the magnitude of the magnetic
field B and the reduced temperature τ as follows. We recall that r ≈ τ is also a relevant
parameter. Similarly to the discussion in the previous paragraph, RG transformation from
the fixed point (i) by l ∼ τ−1/ν yields the propagator as a function of τh−ϕ′ . Here,
ν defined by eq. (4.22) is the critical exponent of τ , and ϕ′ ≡ (νyh)−1 is the crossover
exponent. Therefore, the dynamic universality class belongs to that of model A governed
by the fixed point (iv) in the regime τ  hϕ′ and to that of model E governed by the fixed
point (i) in the regime τ  hϕ′ for a fixed magnetic field.
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